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In order to extend Nevanlinna's first and second fundamental theorems to

arbitrary analytic mappings between Riemann surfaces, Sario [8, 9] introduced

a kernel function on an arbitrary Riemann surface generalizing the elliptic

kernel on the Riemann sphere. Because of the importance of the potential

theoretic method in the value distribution theory, we discussed potentials of

Sario's kernel in [4]. In that paper the validty of Frostman's maximum

principle for Sario's potentials was left unsettled. The main object of this

paper is to resolve this question (Theorem 1). As a consequence the fundamental

theorem of the potential theory is obtained in its complete form for Sario's

potentials (Theorem 2).

We apply these results to analytic mappings / of an arbitrary parabolic or

regular hyperbolic Riemann surface R into an arbitrary Riemann surface 5 and

show that among Nevanlinna's fundamental functions the relation N(r, a) =

T(r) + O(\lT(r) log T(r)) holds for every a in S except those of a set of capacity

zero (Theorem 4). This includes the known covering property of the Riemannian

image of R under / over S. Here capacity means logarithmic one, considered

locally.

Sario's kernel

1. We shall first review the definition of Sario's kernel [8, 9]. On an

arbitrary Riemann surface 5 take arbitrary but then fixed points ζj and disjoint

parametric disks Dj with centers ζj (.7 = 0, 1). Let'fo(C) = /(C, Co, Cx) be a

harmonic function on 5 - {Co, d) such that U{ζ) -f 2 log |C - Co| and h(ζ) - 2 log \ζ - Cil

are harmonic in Do and Λ respectively. Moreover, we require that fo=XiΛ>
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94 MITSURU NAKAI

in a neighborhood of the ideal boundary β of 5, with Li a principal operator

(Ahlfors-Sario [1]) this means that U is, in a sense, a constant on B ([5]).

Such a function U is unique up to an additive constant, and for definiteness we

assume that £0(O-h2 log |C-Col-»O as C-»C0 in A>. The functions so(C) =

logd-tV ^O and so(C) 4-2 log 1C -Col are finitely continuous on S-{CQ} and A

respectively.

For an arbitrary point a in 5 - {Co} we construct the function *(C, a) = f(C, β, Co)

in the same manner as /(C, Co, Ci), but we choose the normalization, which is

essential this time, t(ζf a) - 2 log |C-C0!->s0(β) as C-»C0 in A .

Finally we put s(C, a) =so(C) + f(C, 0) for β^C 0 and 5(C, C0)=50(C), i.e.

ί(C, Co) =0. The function s(C, a) thus defined on 5 x 5 is called Sarios kernel

on 5.

2. Assume that 5 is hyperbolic, i.e. that the Green's kernel g(ζ> a) exists

on S. In this case, by the unicity of £<> on 5, we conclude that

(1)

where the constant c is given by c = 2^(C0, Cι) -MC0> with ίo(C)lΛ =

- 2 logic-Col 4-^(0, and

(2) 5o(C) = log(e~28{ζfζ(>) + e~28ίζtζl)*c) + 2 g(C, Co).

Similarly we obtain

(3) ί(C, β)=2#(C, α) — 2g{ζ, Co)+so(α) — c.

Therefore Sario's kernel is expressed in terms of Green's kernel as follows:

(4) s(C, a) = 2 g(ζ, a) -f u(ζ) -f u(a) -f k,

where k = MC0) - 2 log (1 + ec), a constant, and

(5) u{0 = log ( β " f ^ ^ + β-w.ω+c) - jog d + / ) .

Frost man's maximum principle

3. Let 5 be an arbitrary Riemann surface and s(C, a) the Sario's kernel

on 5. Take a positive regular Borel measure μ on 5 with compact support 5μ.

Sario's potential sμ is, by definition,

C,a)dμ(ά),
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It is lower semicontinuous and bounded from below on 5, and finitely continuous

and subharmonic in S-Sμ. For fundamentals of Sario's potentials see [4 nos.

7~9j We shall now prove Frostmans maximum principle'.

THEOREM 1. // t<M on Sμi then s^<M on S.

The proof for parabolic or compact S: is found in [4; no. 8] and thus we

give the proof only for hyperbolic S. The proof will be given in 4-5.

4. We may assume that μ(S) = 1. By (4), what we have to show is that

the validity of

(6)

on Sμ implies its validity on all of 5, where gμ(ζ) = \g(£, a)dμ(a) and

(7) M' = M-k - ^uia)dμ(a).

We now assume that (6) holds on Sμ, and first prove that M'>0. Take

the unit Borel measure v <mS such that S v c S μ and \gdvdv = Ί y Sμ) = inίAgdθdθ,

where θ's are unit Borel measures with SoC5μ. It is well-known that such a

v exists, and that g^<Vg(Sμ) on S and g^ = Vg(Sμ) on 5μ except for a set of

capacity zero (Constantinescu-Cornea [2]). Integration of both sides of g' = Vg{S?)

with respect to μ and Fubini's theorem give \gμdv •= Vg(Sμ.). Therefore on

integrating both sides of (6) we conclude

(8) 2 Vg(Sμ) -h

Here j«(C)rf^(C)= -2g^Co)+ ^ψ(C) dp(ζ) with ψiζ) = 0(2 ^(C, Co) - 2^(C, d ) )

and ψ ( ί ) - - l o g ( l + ^ ^ c ) - - l o g ( l + ^ c ) .

Since -jf^-^(ί )>0, ^ is a convex function. Therefore ^( j?A>(θ) ^ j^(ί)Λ(C)

for any *>-integrable function ς = ?(C) and in particular for ξ(ζ) = 2 ^(C, Co) -

C, Cι). Hence

T _ - : . , _ <)φ(ζ)dv(ζ)

and in turn
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Since ^V(CO) and^(Ci) are dominated by Vg(Sμ), we conclude that J u(C)dv(C) >

- 2 V*(Sμ). This with (8) implies that M'>0, as desired.

5. Consider the family g of sequences {ζn}c:S converging to the ideal

boundary β of S, and the family g4" c fy consisting of {Cn} with lim inf ng(Cn, a)>0

for some and hence for all a e 5. There exists a positive superharmonic function

v on S such that \imnv{ζn) = °° for any {Cn} e 3 ' (Constantinescu-Cornea [2;

p. 27]). Consider

M' - (gμ{ζ) -f «(C)) -f ev(ζ)

for arbitrarily fixed ε > 0. This is clearly a superharmonic function on 5 - 5μ.

By (6) on 5μ and the local maximum principle for gμ

f lim inf «;(C)>0 for

C&S — Sμ. converging to any point in 9Sμ. We also have lim infnM/(C«)>0 for

every {ζ̂ } e g I n fact, if lim ininw(Cn)<0 for some {CM} s g, then we can

find a subsequence {C«} such that limΛM/(CJi)<0 and limrt^ (Cn, a) = 0 for every

c ε S . Then clearly limw£μ(Ci) = \\mnu{ζ'n) = 0 and we would obtain

Thus w;(C)>0 on S ~ 5 μ and hence on 5 for every e>0. On letting e->0, we

conclude (6) on 5. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

Capacity

6. We define a set function V(K) first for compact sets Kc:S by

V(K) = infμj5(C, a)dμ{C)dμla),

where μ runs over all unit Borel measures with Sμc/C. It is known that there

exists a unit Borel measure μ with 5μcϋΓ and V(K) = \sdμdμ. This is called

the capacitary measure of K with respect to s [4 no. 91 For general sets X,

we set V(X) = sup* V(K), where K runs over all compact sets K<^X.

A set I c S with ViX) = oo is said to have (inner) s-capacity zero. Observe

that for such a set X, μ(X) = 0 for any measure μ with J sdμdμ < oo, It is

known that XciS hus s-capacity zero if and only if X has capacity zero, i.e. XΓiD

has (inner) logarithmic capacity zero for every parametric disk D of S ([4;

no. 9]). The quantity e~r{X) is called the s-capacity of X. Sometimes it is
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more convenient to call 1/ViX) the s-capacity of X (see no. 7 below).

However, since we are only interested in determining whether or not a given

set has capacity zero, the definition of the s-capacity is immaterial.

By the weak form of the fundamental theorem l[4; no. 9]) and Theorem

1, we obtain the following complete form of the fundamental theorem of potential

theory:

THEOREM 2. Let K be a compact set of S with positive capacity and μ its

capacitary measure. Then sμ< V\iO on S and sμ = V{K) on K except for a set of

capacity zero.

7. Since Sario's potentials enjoy the continuity principle, the local maximum

principle ([4; nos. 6-9]), Frostman's maximum principle, and the fundamental

theorem, most of the properties of elliptic potentials can be generalized to

Sario's potentials. As an example and also for later use we shall prove

00

THEOREM 3. Let Xn ( » = 1, 2, .... . ) be Borel sets in S and X~ U Xn be
n = 1

contained in an open set U such that infc/xι/S>0. Then

We may assume that V{X) < oo, and X and Xn are compact. Let μ and μn

be capacitary measures for X and Xn respectively. Then by Theorem 2

V(X) =)χs(ζt a)dμ'a)>] s(ζf a)dμ(a)

for C e I M c I except for a set of capacity zero. Since {sμn(a)dμn{a) =

integration of both sides of (10) with respect to μn and Fubini's theorem give

V(X)>[ s^(a)c

with the convention 0* °° =0. Therefore

^ 1 " 1
Wxή) - WX) ?^ ( X n ) - Wxϊμ( V

Analytic mappings

8. Next we apply results obtained thus far to analytic mappings between

Riemann surfaces. As the domain-surface i?, take an Rp-surfαce (Noshiro-Sario
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[7]), i.e. an open Riemann surface R on which there exists a function p(z) = p(z,zo)

such that p is harmonic on R — ZQ, p(z) — log |z —£ol is harmonic in a fixed

parametric disk about z0, and lim p(z) -kR (constant) as z&R tends to the

ideal boundary of R. Every parabolic Riemann surface R is an ^-surface,

and only in this case kR- °° ([3]). A hyperbolic Riemann surface R is an

^-surface if it is regular, i.e. if lim g(z, z0) =0 as z tends to the ideal boundary

of R. In this case, kR<^ and p(z) -kR-g{z, zQ).

Set r=r(z) = ep{Z) and dθ = dθKz) = *dp(z). Then rei9 can be used as local

parameters on R except for a set of isolated points of R* Observe that pR =

sup r = °° for every parabolic surface R and that p/? < oo for all regular hyperbolic

surfaces R. The former surfaces generalize the -ε-plane and the latter generalize

the disks. Denote βr = U<Ξ R\r(z) = r} and Rr= {ZCΞ R\r{z)<r}(0<r<pR).

9. Consider an arbitrary non-constant analytic mapping / of an i?^-surface

R into an arbitrary Riemann surface 5. For β 6 S , denote by n(r, α) the number

of β-points of / in Rr, counted with multiplicities. The proximity function for

/ is defined by

m(r} α) = .Ί—f s(/u), α)dθ(z)
4 7T J 3 r

and the counting function by

N(r,α) = 1 -—' c/r+n(0 + , α) logr + c(α),
J o ^

where c(a) is a constant determined by the condition linv^o(nt(r, a) + N(r, a)) =0.

Finally, the characteristic function is given by

~^-dr,

o r

where Sir) = ^ — \ dω(f\z)) with dωiO = JζsQ{ζ)dSζt dSζ being the local

Euclidean area element on 5. We then have the first fundamental theorem for

analytic mappings (Sario [8, 9, 103) : for every c e S and 0<r<pR

(11) 7V)=m(r, a) + N(r, a).

We now state

THEOREM 4. Let f be an analytic mapping of an Rp-surface R into an arbitrary

surface S. Then
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(12) N(r, a) = T(r) + OlVΓiTjlog T(r))

for every a&S except for a Borel set of capacity zero.

The relation (12) is meaningful only for / with

(13) limr-+?RT{r) = oo,

otherwise (12) is trivial. The proof of this theorem will be given in 10, where

we always assume (13). Needless to say, (13) is automatic for parabolic R.

10. Observe that there exists a number 0<n<pR such that T(r)-

2>jT(r) log T(r) is increasing for r0<r<pR. We choose a sequence rQ<n<

<r^-^pR such that

(14) Γ(Γv) = Tir.-d + 2Vϊ\rv) log T(rv).

Let U be a parametric disk on 5 with mfUxi'S>0. We call such a U an

admissible disk on S, Fix an admissible U and consider compact sets

consisting of all points a^U such that

(15) JV(n, a)^T{rJ - 2>/Γ(rΓjΊog T{rv).

We first show that

(16) 2VΓ(rvTlog

For the proof we may assume F ( £ v ) < °°. Let μ be the capacitary measure of

£ v . On integrating both sides of" (11) with respect to μ and by using FubinΓs

theorem, we obtain T(r*)£ViE*)+§ N{r, a)dμ(a). This with (15) implies

(16).

Next set E[ = U Ey. By Theorem 3, we conclude that

^jii 21 T\rj) log T(rj)
(17)

- 4 <^Jr^;T(7)Tlog~Tι[rlT2 " 2 log 7

for sufficiently large p. Next set Eυ = Π ̂ J. Since E)^E)+X ^>Eσ, by (17) we

conclude that

(18)
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If a e U- Eu, then there exists a v such that a&Ej for every j>v. Thus (15)

implies that

(19) ΛXry, α)>Γ(ry) - 2VΓ(ιv) log Γ(ry)

for all j>v. If rj<r<rJ+1, then by (14) and (19) it is easily seen that

(20) Mr, a)>T{r) - 4VT(r) log T(r).

Thus by (19) and (20), we deduce that

-4V7V) logT(r)

for n<r<ρBt since f»(r, Λ ) > 0 ( 1 ) along with s>0( l ) (Sario [9])v Thus we

conclude the validity of (12) for C G U—EU.

Cover 5 by a countable locally finite open covering {U) of admissible disks

U. By virtue of (17) we may conclude that E = UoEi/'is of capacity zero, and

(12) is valid for a e 5 - E. The proof is herewith complete*

11. The geometric meaning of Theorem 4 is as follows (cf. Noshiro [6]).

First assume that R is hyperbolic. If / is not of bounded characteristic, then

(12) implies that N(ry -a)-* «> and a fortiori n(rt a) -> 0Q(r->pΛ) for every a e 5

except for a set of capacity zero. Thus the Riemannian image of R under /

covers 5 infinitely often except for a set of capacity zero. This result is also

true even for irregular hyperbolic R ([40).

Next assume that R is parabolic. It is easy to see that n(r, a).-* °° if and

only if N(r, a)/log r-> oo (r-+ oo). Therefore, by (12), if

(21) l i m _

then the Riemannian image of R under / covers 5 infinitely often except for a

set of capacity zero, and vice versa. The condition (21) is also characterized

by the Weierstrass property of / at the ideal boundary β of Rt i.e. the global

cluster set of / at β is total.
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